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About This Content

This DLC unlocks 10 pinball tables which are unlockable by achievements, including

The Mummy

Aliens

Hippie

Fire Fighter

Speed King

Beast Master

Voyager

Wizard

Zombie
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Do you like Strategy games? then buy this. Simple as that, this is one of the best strategy games of all time.. If you are a fan of
XCOM I would really consider getting this. Love the atmosphere, characters and turn based strategy.. the switch from public to
private servers essentially killed the game

. First impressions of PKO prompted me to get a Refund. PKR had a demo which left a sour taste in my brain. the lack of
EVERYTHING in the way of quality testing leaves you with a game feeling thrown together and cheap. This is supposed to be a
full production game of a much beloved IP. On this level I crashed soon after on a load point. autosave, crash, load crash. so
essentially there was no way past it. I should have known when the Demo was an exact duplicate of the first level in all its
horridness. Here is a Screen of the level mentioned above complete with its missing waterfall texture. 
http:\/\/img.photobucket.com\/albums\/v209\/metclan\/Shot0018.jpg

3\/10. Nice graphics, cheeky puzzles, but rather short!. 10\/10 Would party again. This is quite good fun, better than I expected.
For the sale price I got this at. It's a really good buy.
. A bullethell shmup boss rush with a charming storyline? Yes, please
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Woah, it seemed epic and amazing with a lot of adventure game items... but that was... too damn short. Really? 89 minutes
gameplay? Quite simple, the story is... what the actual heck? We've got a promising intro, but there will be NOTHING about it
in the game, the only task is to escape the tomb. Disappointed. 5\/10. wtf is this for game name Xdd. I played for almost an
hour, after the first 3 missions\/level things, I had to play in multiplayer to get better. Multiplayer could be fun, but it is just full
of people who payed money to beat everyone else and it is just boring too because you have to also pay money to do most of the
things in the game. The creators of this game could improve by removing most Pay to Win options. I would recommend you
keep away from this game.. THATS MY GAME :). Keep in context that this game is made by a small independant developer.
The game its self isn't bad it just falls short. The trailer in the steam store for me over sold the game experience. On the postives
the developer is open to feedback and has fixed bugs that occured in the game. For me it just falls short of me being able to
recommend.
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